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Wine, women and Books!
Holly Bellingham-Turner readily admits
to being a dyed-in-the-wool bibliophile
- she loves reading everything from
biographies and classics to “chick lit’” and confesses there are always piles of
books, both read and unread, stacked
by her side of the bed! “Reading skills
didn’t come to me easily as a young
child, but once I got the hang of it, I
never looked back,” said Holly, and
continued “on a cold winter’s night,
probably the best wine pairing in the
world is a log fire, a glass or two of red
wine, a bar of chocolate and a good
book!”

Corrine with fellow Scot, Ian Rankin in bookmark.

It’s no coincidence that the inspiration
behind the names of two of the newly
launched Sumaridge lifestyle wines came
from books. “Tara” from Travels on my
Elephant by Mark Shand and “Bushell”
from The Great Escaper by Simon
Pearson.
Hermanus is blessed with a variety of
lovely independent bookshops, selling
everything from specialist antiquarian and
collectible books to the latest best sellers.

We asked Holly which were her favourites.
“You can’t ask me that! That’s like asking
me to name my favourite child!” was her
immediate response.
August saw the publication and launch, at
Sumaridge, of Beth Hunt’s latest edition of
HERMANUS - a “must have” souvenir of
this much-loved seaside town, which
abuts the Hemel-en-Aarde Valley. Beth,
and her husband Noel, own and manage
Hemingway’s, in Harbour Road. Much
more than just a bookshop, it’s also a
treasure trove and a Hermanus institution,
and is frequently called the best bookshop
in the Overberg. It certainly is if you are
seeking out the rare and unusual. Its
reputation is such, that if you want to “star
spot” in Hermanus, Hemingway’s is a
good place to start. Over the years
everyone from Hollywood “A list”
celebrities to eminent politicians have been
seen browsing the shelves. “It’s almost like
finding yourself in a real-life version of
Notting Hill” laughs Beth.
Corinne Hendry who owns and runs
bookmark, now located in Main Road,
was also very much involved in the launch
of Beth’s book. A Scot with both a very
dry sense of humour and a rapier quick
wit, Corinne is famous for
bookmark’s quirky and
witty window displays,
which bring a smile to your
face whatever the weather.
Holly said “I always go into
bookmark on the pretext of
buying a birthday card and
come out with yet more
books.”
While as different as chalk
and cheese, bookmark and
Hemingway’s have many

Beth and Noel outside Hemingways.

things in common. Both shops have
welcoming and convivial owners, who are
full of personality and are passionate about
books and Hermanus.
Holly said, “Whether you are a local or a
visitor, these are shops where you feel
more like a guest than a potential
customer.” Holly always says “our two
tasting room mantras, at Sumaridge, are
‘linger longer’ and ‘it’s not how many
people come that matters, it’s how many
people come back’.”
Both bookmark and Hemingway’s
obviously share the same
philosophy!

Bushell 2015

What’s the story behind the name?

Named in honour of Roger Bushell, we are
pleased to introduce Bushell with its livery
designed by local artist Ed’ Bredenkamp,
who took inspiration from the cairn above
the Old Harbour in Hermanus.
Situated only a few kilometres from
Hermanus, the natural beauty of the estate is
something we strive to capture in every bottle of wine that we make.
The vineyards enjoy views over the South Atlantic Ocean. Only 8km away, these maritime
influences have a positive impact on our viticulture. A combination of moderate soils and the
general cool climate of the Hemel-en-Aarde Valley mean lower yielding crops, but which
are of the highest quality.
The Bushell is a “Bordeaux blend”, a combination of Merlot (50%), Cabernet Franc
(34%) and Malbec (16%). Ripening much later in the season the grapes were
handpicked during the last week of March and the first week of April 2015. Each
variety of grape was fermented separately, in stainless steel tanks, then pressed
and racked to French oak barrels, with 25% being new oak, for 12 months
maturation.
Following meticulous blending, the wine was bottled in May 2016. Following a
further maturation in bottle, for another 15 months, the wine is now ready to be
released.
The Bushell 2015 is drinking well now, with a well-balanced structure and ripe
fruitiness. It is a full bodied, yet elegant, Merlot driven blend, that shows a
brooding aromatic profile, supported by the textured palate which is defined by
an endearing line of soft tannin and a lingering aftertaste.
This ample bodied blend has a supple structure making it accessible today,
whilst possessing good potential for further development.
A fantastic everyday drinking wine with the ability to make you escape from your
daily worries. Enjoy!!!
Walter Pretorius, August 2017.

Holly and Simon admit that, although
they had walked past the cairn in
Hermanus hundreds of times and had
read its inscriptions, it was only having
read Simon Pearson’s wonderful book
that they realised just what a true war
hero was Squadron Leader Roger
Bushell. His parents, Ben and Dorothy
retired to Hermanus, where they are
buried, so his connection with the town is
very real.
Roger was born in what is now Gauteng,
and after his early education in South Africa,
was dispatched back to England, and went
on to read law at Cambridge University. It’s
not so very fanciful to think that he may have
visited the Swan Hotel in Lavenham, where
the UK launch of Bushell will be hosted.
It is easy to be misled by the film The Great
Escape. It was Steve McQueen and the
motor bike that took centre stage over Big X
– Roger Bartlett, Hollywood’s “stage” name
for Bushell, the chief protagonist of this
unprecedented mass breakout.
A complex and, in many ways, contradictory
man. He commanded loyalty among men and
won undying love from women. Bushell’s
incredible story starts much earlier than the
infamous flight of so many men from Stalag
Luft III in March 1944. Shot down in a dog
fight over France in 1940, and
captured, he had already escaped
twice, but sadly didn’t quite make “the
home run”.
Bushell’s father was a mining engineer
who had emigrated from Britain with his
wife. Roger, like so many South
Africans, was a very keen athlete, but it
was not long before his ambition to fly
came to the fore. There is a bittersweet
irony. Although Roger qualified as a
barrister, with a promising legal career
ahead of him, and after joining the RAF
was quickly promoted to Squadron Leader,
he will always be remembered as the
“mining” mastermind behind the three
tunnels “Tom, Dick and Harry”. The audacity
of the plan lead to Bushell being murdered
upon capture, aged only 33, on the direct
orders of Hitler.
There is a poignant postscript: Simon’s
mother, Pamela, lives in Frinton-on-Sea
(when she isn’t visiting Hermanus!), and
knows Colin, the son of Tom Kirby-Green.
Tom too, was a “great escaper” and was
also murdered by the Gestapo. Colin never
met his father.

The memorial above the Old Harbour in Hermanus

Tom was an advocate of a better deal for the
native peoples of British Colonies. It is,
therefore, even more appropriate that
Sumaridge Estate Wines have chosen to
support the South African Legion (SAL), with
a donation being made to SAL for every

The Remembrance day service at Lloyd’s

bottle of Bushell that the Estate produces.
The South African Legion and the Royal
British Legion share a common history and
are, in many ways, joined at the hip. Both
organisations, together with sister
associations in the Commonwealth, have
their roots in what was initially called the
British Empire Services

The SAL continued to grow in stature and by
the end of WWII, it had launched several
housing schemes in various parts of the
country, including housing projects for
coloured and black soldiers. Over 200
houses were built in Soweto alone, together
with a community centre and a chapel.
The Legion quickly established ties with
Government Departments, although at
times, relations were strained. A major
clash took place when the SAL reacted
strongly, in 1956, to the Apartheid
Government’s move to ban black and
coloured veterans from
Remembrance Day Services.
The SAL’s fight to obtain equality for
pensions for all - black, coloured or
white veterans was finally won in
1986/87. It had been a long battle.

League, and became
the Royal Commonwealth Ex-Services
League - RCEL. Formed in Cape Town, after
the end of the WW I, by three key figures
Haig, Smuts and Lukin. To this day, The
Queen remains its Patron.
Haig returned to London and soon
afterwards, the RBL was formed. There is
moving connection to Lloyd’s of London,
where both Holly and Simon worked,
between them, for over 60 years. Earl Haig
made an appeal to Lloyd’s and, the then
chairman, Sidney Boulton, invited him to
address the society. Haig did so, and when
Boulton quietly passed him a cheque for
£170,000 (which equates to £6.8 million
today), the Earl was allegedly lost for words!
Roll forward 100 years and the Lloyd’s of
London branch of the RBL continues in its
efforts both to raise money and support exservice men and women.

Today, the South African Legion,
supports requests for assistance from
other Commonwealth ex-service personnel
who reside in RSA. This includes, not only
WWII veterans, but also those of the wars in
Korea, Iraq and Afghanistan, who served in
the British Armed Forces under the
commonwealth agreement and who are now
resident in South Africa.
There can be little doubt, that had Bushell
survived the war and returned to South
Africa, he would have become
a member of SAL; and
as a barrister would
have fought against
injustice and
inequality.
Winston Churchill
along with Jan
Smuts, were
granted lifetime
membership of SAL
and Nelson Mandela
later became its Patron.

The Airmen’s Bar in the Swan Hotel and Spa Lavenham, Suffolk
BEEF WELLINGTON
The Swan, and all the hotels within the TA
Collection, are known for their fine cuisine, as they
have been for many a long year. Holly said, “I
remember being brought to the Swan for family
celebrations when I was a child. As my father
served in the Fleet Air Arm from 1938 -1952, I’m
sure he nipped into the Airmen’s bar for a swift pink
gin!” Holly and Simon asked group head
sommelier François Belin and head chef Justin Kett
to pair a dish with the Sumaridge Bordeaux Blend
Bushell. Meat was in very short supply during
WWII, so it’s unlikely that it was a dish enjoyed by
the airmen stationed in Lavenham, but it’s a pairing
of which Sqn Ldr Bushell would have approved.

Ingredients (Will feed up to 8 people):

The Swan at Lavenham is, perhaps, best known for its 15th
century medieval exterior, but enter through its great oak doors
and there is a surprise in store - the Airmen’s Bar. A most fitting
place for Sumaridge to hold the UK launch of Bushell. We
asked Jane Larcombe to tell us the bar’s wartime history.

held by WH Culling! Many of the names also list the regiments they
served with, some of which went on to be amalgamated with
others, for example the Royal Army Service Corps (RASC). The
RASC are listed alongside those still in existence such as the Royal
Air Force (RAF) and Royal Engineers (RE).

The US Air Force and UK service personnel stationed near
Lavenham, Suffolk during World War II have long departed but their
names remain on the walls of the Old Bar.

Lavenham Airfield was operational throughout World War II, but
between March 1944 and August 1945. It was manned mainly by
the US Army Air Force 487th Bombardment Group, who flew 185
missions and over 6,000 sorties.

Renamed the Airmen’s Bar, it’s full of memorabilia alongside
autographs written on the walls, making it a nostalgic but inspiring
setting to relax. A picture of the 8th United States Army Air Force
(USAAF) commander General Frederick Castle, is still hanging in the
bar. And in May 2017, a picture of Beirne Lay Jr., who was the first
commander of the 487th Bombardment Group, 8th USAAF was
placed next to the one of Frederick Castle.
The writing on the wall includes the names of the servicemen who
took up the challenge of downing a 3.5 pint boot of ale and how
long it took them; the record seems to be an amazing 40 seconds

American bomber pilot Bernard Nolan, returned to The Swan in
2013, then aged 91 having travelled from his home outside
Washington DC, where his signature appears on a wall alongside
the names of dozens of his comrades.
He first encountered the Old Bar as a 21-year-old, when he signed
the wall in 1944. He was one of very few pilots to fly both B24 and
B17 bombers, completing a total of 33 missions in the two aircraft
during his six month posting in Suffolk.
He recalled: “We were flying B24-H aircraft but a decision was
made to convert to B17s. So in July 1944 the groups stepped
down and flew no missions for a couple of weeks while the pilots
and crew were retrained in B17s.” Mr Nolan remembers The
Swan’s bar as being one of the few sources of entertainment for
servicemen based near Lavenham. He said: “We weren’t confined
to the base perimeters and we had a certain amount of freedom
but there was little to do when you weren’t flying.
“Our places of escape were the Old Bar in the Swan, or to the
Athenaeum in Bury St Edmunds, which had great dances where we
could meet girls. We could get to Lavenham quite easily from where
we lived in a Nissen hut just a few fields away.”
Much of Lavenham airbase has become farmland once again; the
runways have been largely removed but the Control Tower has
been restored and many of the other buildings are still standing,
although in various stages of dilapidation.
www.theswanatlavenham.co.uk.

• 1 Small Beef Fillet (1 Kilo)
• 100g Button Mushrooms
• 100g Flour
• 100g Milk
• 100g Egg
• Horseradish
• Parsley
• 1 Chicken Breast

Method:
• Trim the beef fillet and seal in a very hot pan
• Roast the fillet for 8 minutes at 190°C, then chill
• Mix flour, egg and milk, season and add horseradish and parsley • Make 2
pancakes with the above mix
• Remove the skin from the chicken and blitz, then add 2 egg whites and
continue to blitz, pass through sieve and gently fold in the cream
• Finely dice shallot, garlic and thyme, then fry.
• Blitz the mushrooms and add to the above mix. Gently fry, then place to one
side.
• Mix the mushroom mix and chicken mousse together
• Lay out the puff pastry and build the wellington in this order before rolling:
pastry, pancakes, parma ham, mousse, beef.
• Oven should be at 180°, when fully cooked the probing temperature in the
middle of the Wellington should be 49° (cooked medium rare). Chef says the
Wellington would need to be cooked for 30-40 minutes for the above state but
obviously all ovens are different.

• Cream
• 2 Egg Whites
• Parma Ham
• 1 Shallot
• Thyme
• Garlic
• Puff Pastry

And the winners are...
Coinciding with Hermanus FynArts, Youth Day on 16 June saw
the unveiling of The Violet and Anne Bellingham Memorial
Trophy exhibition. Once again, demonstrating that the young
people of Greater Hermanus and the Overberg have a great
deal of artistic talent. Holly said, “I know that my late mother,
Violet, and my late sister, Anne, would take huge pleasure in
the exhibition, and the trophy named in their honour.”
Judging, once again, proved difficult, but only because of the high
calibre of the works submitted.
One of the judging panel, Jozua Rossouw of Roussouw Modern
and Space galleries said, “Encouraging the youth to use visual arts
as a medium of expression and a potential career path is vital to our
cultural heritage. I’ve seen how The Violet and Anne Bellingham
award manifests in the youth, a sense of pride, achievement and
purpose, and in just 2 years it has become the premium award to
contend for in the greater Overberg region. It has become the portal
for creative visual arts that the youth of the whole region has to
offer.”
While outside it was a chilly, winter’s evening, the tasting room at
Sumaridge radiated warmth, not just from the roaring log fire, but
far more importantly from the smiles of delighted students and
proud parents, siblings and teachers.
Students from many local schools were represented. The Curro,
Hawston Secondary, Hermanus High, Northcliff House and
Overberg High School. All the students did their schools very
proud.
The Overall Winner was Max Kuijers from Overberg High School.
The Runners up and highly commended students were Jessica
Shaw, Tanja Theron, Runaldo Appel, Ben Rattle, Anke Bielfield and
Tanya van der Westhuizen.
Holly said, “Our thanks and congratulations go to, not only the
winner and runners up, but to all the students and teachers who
took the time and trouble to submit their works.” “Here’s to the
2018 competition!”

Phtography by: Nicole du Toit and Hedda Mitna.

Sport - Another Great Escape

“Fortress” Portman Road, home to Ipswich Town.

Holly and Simon are impassioned about
Sumaridge Estate Wines, but, when time
allows, they are also passionate about sport,
be it Simon playing golf with Walter, Holly
going racing at Kenilworth, or everyone
supporting the Blackbirds Rugby Club or, in
Suffolk, Bury St Edmunds, Hermanus,
Lavenham or Lloyd’s cricket clubs; their local
Hermanus village soccer team called “The
Young Stars” or three generations of the
family’s beloved Ipswich Town Football Club.
Believe it or not - there are analogies between a
year at a northern European football club and a
year on a southern hemisphere vineyard.
Somewhat tongue in cheek, Holly, a former
director of ITFC, explains the parallels.
Worlds apart - yet strangely twinned. May marks
not only the end of the football season but also
the harvest. Come the cool breezes and winter
rains of June, our vines go to sleep. Like
footballers, and their managers, they, and us,
need to rest. Batteries must be recharged.

Lloyd’s CC on tour to Hermanus.

Pre-season training starts in July when our vines
are hand pruned and deemed to be match fit. As
‘the footballing board” we, together with the
gaffer (our winemaker), start to put together our
plans and strategy for the season ahead. Wine
making doesn’t have transfer windows, but we
must still plan as to who and what we need. Up
front - a top class striker - our viticulturist, who
and what we need mid field - our meticulous
farm workers, quick to see and act on
opportunities and threats. And our defenders the winemaking team, who can never afford to
take their eyes off the ball.
By October, both the football season and the
growing season start to warm up... and the vines
burst forth. Everyone is full of optimism about the
months ahead.
December sees the emergence of new growth,
and like young players, young vines are
measured up to see whether they will make the
grade to join the first team.

In February, we all have a good inkling as to how
our seasons will end - but there is still an element
of doubt as to whether hearts will be broken or
dreams will come true. The weather starts to
become a force to be reckoned with. While bitter
cold can mean frustrating match postponements
in the northern hemisphere, rainy days lead us to
postpone harvesting days. Both have the same
result. Extremely busy weeks, much frustration
and many frayed tempers!
By March, the weeks to the end of the season
seem ever longer. We are still harvesting,
crushing, barreling and bottling. When will
anyone be able to relax?
Come May - some footballing dreams, like
grapes, will have been crushed. Finding out
whether our pinot noir and chardonnay are of
“Champions League” standard is as nail biting as
any play-off.
At long last - the final whistle of the season blows
- and we can all relax... if only for a short while!

Hermanus Golf Club.

The Blackbirds at their home ground at Sumaridge.

Red Epitome at Kenilworth.
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